Introduction
Today science and engineering projects continue to gain tremendous value from the parallel capability offered by new and existing hardware architectures. However, maintaining this trend whilst in tandem keeping energy consumption low is a technological challenge -especially when it comes to applications.
The expansion of Allinea product portfolio is enabling users in the Oil & Gas market to address these challenges head on. Today, Allinea is the leading company in the development of empowering, informative and intuitive software tools designed to help you maximize the value of your HPC investments.
Allinea Forge : The Industry Standard HPC C++ and F90 Development Suite
Allinea Software provides a unified development environment for high performance computing which combines two leading tools into a single consistent solution for application developers. Allinea Forge includes:
 Allinea DDT -the scalable and intuitive parallel debugger  Allinea MAP -the scalable low-overhead parallel performance profiler
The Key Benefits are:
 One interface drives both debugging and profiling: a unique product combination enabling o Faster development than ever before: flick from profiling to debugging in one click and address challenges as they appear in your workflow o A faster learning curve: one single interface ensures that less time is needed to learn the products, making users productive sooner o Higher adoption of tools and professional software development practices: development capabilities are all to hand -users don't need to change tool depending on what they want to achieve  Ease-of-use: The modern graphical interface is designed for both scientists and software engineers alike.
o Focus on the information that matters: our GUI provides the information the user really needs  Robust, scalable, proven: The shared scalable architecture is proven beyond Petascale for both Allinea MAP and Allinea DDT. HPC systems are valuable resources and it is vital to ensure that they are being used well. In order to do so, tools are necessary to understand applications' behavior and to determine whether they are making the best use of the system or not.
Allinea Performance Reports are designed to help address this challenge. They fully benchmark the applications running on HPC systems to measure their performance and also provide the clear tuning guidance needed to improve them.
Allinea Performance Reports work without instrumenting or recompiling applications -so they can be applied to the applications that matter, instantly -and help a wide range of technical people and scientists focus their efforts.
It shares the same architecture and graphical interface as Allinea DDT, and uses highly scalable perprocess performance sampling. Without the need for instrumentation, Allinea MAP records important performance data which is then processed and presented to the user.
With Allinea Performance Reports, it is now possible to: o Automate application analysis to easily set priorities and focus on the biggest issues first -Detect hardware faults and network topology issues that affect application performance o Immediately identify jobs that have a drastically different behavior and investigate root causes knowingly -Improve system efficiency by creating performance awareness within your users o A deep and professional benchmarking tool is now accessible to everyone -juniors and experts alike.
